Abstract : Lately, unique hats, which worn by iconic figures in fashion industry, like Anna Piaggi and Isabella Blow to express the originality and self-awareness, received attention from the mass media along with their styles. The purpose of this research is to investigate, analyze, and media-specific characteristics of objet hats which are used to show various items, shape up targets, and express the concept of attires. In order to fulfill this, this study focuses on objet hat designers who have been influential from the 1980's to recent years. As for the research methodologies, this study conducts investigating examples from fashion related books, research papers, and websites along with literary research. Study of objet hat is based on cases and works of designer in objet hat in contemporary fashion expression shape. As a result, objet hat, First, the experimental work to maximize the effectiveness as a fashion objet containing the concept of designer in the runway shows. Second, as pieces displayed on art galleries and museums, objet hats are recognized as artistically defined world of conceptual designers' imaginations. Third, objet hats function as ways of celebrities' expression, who affects the public as fashion leaders. Lastly, objet hat designers's activities operate the story and notion contained in the work through a variety of genres. Objet hats, an independent fashion genre, which symbolize creativity and freedom, influenced the fashion industry with astonishing materials, forms, and decorations.
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Stephen Jones Expresses the designer's artistic senses included in the processes by taking a role of an independent fashion objet while transforming the general properties of a subject Noel Stewart Shows the designer's aesthetics with the pieces emphasizing the formative quality inspired by the architectural structures and abstract art styles
Sponsoring
Stephen Jones Draws marketing effects through the synergy of combing a celebrity and brand image
Philip Treacy
Expresses the designer's marked individuality with the pieces of formative structure as complementing the simplicity of the clothing by emphasizing the rhythmicity of a hat in the forms of an objet of figure, objets, feather, disc, and others.
Piers Atkinson
Enhances brand image through the mutual cooperation with the designer by adding the media onto the pieces made with the materials like leather, embroidery, wood, decorated gold leaves, etc.
Image Media
Philip Treacy Delivers the making process of a piece and brand image through the visual medium
Stephen Jones Enhances the message delivery effect of the designer with the directed video using visual and auditory stimulations House of Flora Delivers the design image concept exclusive to the brand through the collaboration with artists of various genres including the shoes designer, installation artists, film producer, etc.
Piers Atkinson
Reflects the designer's value beyond the simple function of an accessory through the humorous and fun pieces with the designer's wild imagination and bold colors like red, purple, yellow, pink, etc. 
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